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On the tee with Trevor

Compliments of the season, and a Happy New Year to you all! I hope you are as ready for the new year as we are.

Keep an eye out for next week's newsletter where I will update the upcoming events for the beginning of 2019.

In the meantime, why not join us this Friday for the Club draw? It is currently standing at R7 200 and the draw is

normally done at around 17:30. See you there!

 

New year, new rules

The 20 most important rule changes in 2019The 20 most important rule changes in 2019

The new rules of golf were implemented on 01 January 2019. Click here to view the 20 most important changes

and memorise them!

Stroke changesStroke changes

We have approximately 25 000 scorecards that were printed early in 2018 and are considering making an

alteration to the strokes. In the meantime, click here for the proposed stroke changes.
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Contact us if you have any questions or comments.

 

The holiday doesn't have to be over!
 

 

 

News on the golfing front
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Anytime on a Sunday
 



 

Friday Club Draw
 

The next draw will take place on 11 January. The draw will be worth R 7 200.

 

 

Membership enquiries

Through these tough economical times, we at the Bloemfontein Golf Club have started implementing affordable

ways of paying your annual membership fees. We have a monthly debit order facility that has been very

successful.

Please give either Lodia or Carla a call at 051 447 0571, who will assist you in renewing your membership, or to

become a new member.

 

Happy birthday!

Eduard Goosen 01.01, Thabo Mofokeng 01.01, C.L Trichardt 01.01, W. Nel 01.01, A Bruwer 01.01, Shaun du Preez 01.01,

Carl Rohrbeck 02.01, Mahomed Dawood 04.01, Barend van der Heever 04.01, Carel van Staden 06.01, Willem Sik

06.01, Khalil Cassim 06.01, Angelo Raynard 06.01, Erens Randall 06.01, Dennis van Zyl 06.01, Charlie Terblanche

06.01, Carel Grobler 07.01, Llewellyn Booysen 08.01, Rulhof van der Merwe 08.01, Conrad Grobbelaar 09.01,

Dwayne Williams 09.01, Johan Grobbelaar 09.01, Gert Labuschagne 09.01, Albert van Eck 10.01, Johan Botha 10.01,

Pierre Le Roux 13.01, Corné Els 14.01, Daren Papenfus 15.01, Gregory Ntatisi 15.01, Morgan Piek 15.01, Drea Pauw

16.01, Andrew Reay 16.01.

  

 

Results
 

Wednesday 09 January 2019Wednesday 09 January 2019
B.B.S, sponsored by the club

1st with 46 pts was Thomas and Micky Quin winning the c/o

2nd with 46 pts was Leon Marx and BB Meyer 



2nd with 46 pts was Leon Marx and BB Meyer 

3rd with 46 pts was Henning Liebenberg and Kosie Venter 

4th with 45 pts was Gert Henning and Dwayne Henning 

Saturday the 12th is a BBBB kindly sponsored by KWV.

 

 

    

Revealing the lie
 

The key to accuracy is flawedThe key to accuracy is flawed
 

We suspect that you all realise that the lie angle on your irons is of paramount importance to your 

ability to hit solid and accurate approach shots.
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You may even have read the research that reveals that for every 1° your lie angle is 

too flat or upright, you’ll be 10 feet wide of the target with a perfectly hit #5 iron.

So you’d appreciate why we’re alarmed by some research we did ourselves. 

The standard lie angle for different brands is different!

 

 

That’s right, the first three models we checked (all game improvement models)  from three different brands,

all had different standard lie angles! That means you might be standard with one

model and 1° upright with another. 

 

Every purchase needs a fittingEvery purchase needs a fitting
 

No one should buy golf equipment (any golf club)  without a fitting. As this research shows, 

even for the most important component of an iron; the part that controls accuracy; it’s critical

to get fitted for your swing AND the model being selected. 

Make it easier to hit better golf shots.

 

Get fitted >Get fitted >
 

The best for you
 

Why make this journey?Why make this journey?
 

We want to help as many of you as possible find new levels  of joy and fulfillment from your golf. 

Experience that sweet moment, when you make perfect contact and the ball flies high and long, 

and you know why you come back again.

 

 

 

http://www.bloemgolf.co.za/contactus


 

We want more smiles. More times that you follow your shot and think “How cool is that!”.

More moments of joy. More causes for celebration.

 

 

If inconsistent ball striking 

blights your game

let us improve your ability to make solid, 

square contact.

 

 

Get a better experienceGet a better experience
 

What would cause you to smile more often on the golf course? What would give you cause for celebration? 

If “greater consistency” of ball striking will help deliver a smile or celebration,

 

Contact us >Contact us >
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